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Introduction. 

The present paper relates to two recent papers on the effect of 
exchange rate volatility on trade, prices, and production. A first 
paper, by Gunter Franke\1986), neatly summarises the earlier 
literature: 

"Exporters and importers are assumed to be risk-averse. 
Financial markets are incomplete so that perfect hedging 
against exchange risk is impossible; moreover, hedging is 
costly. Hence, depending on the invoice currency, the exporter 
or the importer has to bear some exchange risk which is 
assumed to be undiversifiable. The exchange rate risk is the 
main source of the exporter's or importer's profit risk. If 
the exchange rate volatility increases, then profit risk 
increases. Since exporters and importers are risk averse, the 
increase in profit risk reduces the benefits and therefore the 
volume of international trade. Hence an increase in exchange 
rate volatility reduces the volume of international trade." 

Franke notes that empirical evidence is weak, at best, and proposes 
a new approach where (risk-neutral) traders adjust their level of 
trade to the exchange rate, or may even completely stop trading. 
"Therefore international trading will be regarded as an option of 
exporters and importers, ( ... which) will be exercised part-time." 
Heuristically, as options become more valuable when risk increases, 
trade will be positively affected by volatility. 

Franke's model itself does not explicitly use options. He starts 
with the possibility of deviations from Commodity Price Parity 
(CPPi caused by tariffs, transaction costs, etc., and/or the 
possible absence of trade. Entry into foreign markets is assumed to 
involve some entry costs (setting up a distribution network, 
advertising. etcl; likewise, abandoning trade involves exit costs. 
The model itself is based on an infinite horizon, continuous time 
investment analysis process; the solution is assumed to of the 
well-known upper/lower limit type (as in the Eppen-Fama cash 
management model): entering into foreign markets becomes worthwhile 
when the exporter's own currency is sufficiently below the 
Commodity Price Parity rate, and trade is abandoned when the rate 
is sufficiently above the CPP rate. Other elements in the model are 
the assumed mean-reverting process of deviations from PPP, the 
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linearity of cashflows in percentage deviations from CPP, and the 
constant marginal production cost. Franke then analytically shows 
that increased volatility reduces the relative impact of frictions, 
and that expected trade per firm as well as the number of part-time 
exporters does increase with volatility. 

Another paper, by Owen and Perrakis<1986), does nat explicitly 
mention options but likewise treats trade as an exchange rate 
contingent claim. The "commitment" feature here is nat created by 
entry/exit costs; rather, the model is a market period model, where 
local producers decide on production volumes same time before sales 
occur and before the relevant exchange rate is known. Likewise, 
exporters invoicing in their awn currency have to announce their 
list prices same time before actual trading, if any, occurs. Owen 
and Perrakis assume linear demand and marginal cost curves, and a 
uniform distribution of exchange rates; by simulation he concludes 
that the effect of increased volatility an trade is uncertain. 

Unlike Franke, Owen and Perrakis do bring in the invoicing issue. 
Franke's firm carries aut both production and exports, and sells at 
the foreign market price. In contrast, in Owen and Perrakis's world 
trading and production are separated: he in fact considers a 
duopoly situation with one trader facing one local producer. In 
both papers, however, the focus is an operating exposure <uncertain 
volumes and/or prices as a function of exchange rates) rather than 
transaction exposure (uncertain value of contractual in- or 
outflows fixed in another currency>. 

The present paper introduces same elements of Franke's approach 
into a generalised Owen/Perrakis setup. First, we explicitly use 
options or variants thereof; we value them assuming either discrete 
time lognormals or continuous time Ito processes for the exchange 
rate rather than a uniform distribution. Second, the model is 
applied to market structures other than duopoly situations: we 
consider perfect competition everywhere, one market leader from one 
country versus price takers in the other, and finally situations 
where production and trade are handled by the same firm (as in 
Franke's model>; the latter case may be thought of as a form of 
cooperative behaviour. Following Owen and Perrakis, we do use a 
small country setting, but we add the analysis of the small 
country's export sector rather than just studying the import
competing sector. The paper also is complementary to Franke's in 
the sense that we study a short-run ("market period"l setting 
rather than an infinite horizon investment problem. 

The basic force behind most of our arguments as follows. With 
tariffs and/or transportation costs, price takership in the small 
country when trade occurs, and known exchange rates. the small 
country price in the import-substituting sector equals either the 
autarchy price~ or the tariff-adjusted world price (whichever the 
lowest). Now assume that production in the small country is decided 
before the exchange rate is known; with uncertain exchange rates, 
the small country's ex post price then is the <random) tariff
adjusted and translated world price <a ray through the origin), but 



with an upper limit equal to the (deterministic) autarchy price. 
Each piece of locally produced widgets thus is similar to a 
foreign-currency denominated bond combined with a shorted put 
option at the autarchy price. Now temporarily assume the put's 
strike price remains the same. As volatility increases, the 
option's expected expiration value then rises; since the put is 
held short the expected price level therefore falls -- which 
discourages local production, stimulates expected demand, and 
therefore increases expected imports. A similar story can be 
constructed for the export sector: there production, expected 
prices, and trade all increase. The question we study in the paper 
is how these first-round effects influence production and prices, 
what the implications are for the strike price, and whether the 
effect of the changing strike price reinforces or counteracts the 
partial effects of exchange risk described above. 

The invoicing issue is not addressed; in our setting, it is 
irrelevant since in the presence of forex options all risk can be 
hedged. 

The paper is organised as follows. First we describe the setting of 
the problem. In section two (perfect competition) we then formally 
develop the above argument, and derive similar results for the 
small country's export sector. We conclude that trade and welfare 
are increased by higher volatility, or that the relative impact of 
tariffs is reduced. Section three introduces monopolistic elements, 
either on the trade side, or on the production side <the duopoly 
situation is not discussed again as this was the subject of Owen 
and Perrakis's paper>; there we report that the effect on trade, 
production, and prices is uncertain, and depends on how deep in or 
out of the money the trade option is. Section four goes to the 
other extreme, with cooperative behaviour where in fact trade and 
production is carried out by one and the same entity (as in 
Franke's model>; somewhat surprisingly, we arrive at the same 
conclusions as under perfect competition: trade and welfare 
increase, and the relative impact of tariffs is reduced. We 
conclude that neither Franke's nor Owen and Perrakis's results can 
be generalised to just any market structure; however, in a similar 
market structure Franke's result appears to hold despite the 
completely different set-up. As a side-light, our model may partly 
explain the rise of protectionism since the collapse of the 
Bretton-Woods system. 

1. The S~=>tting 

~~e consider h·m countries; the first one is "large"; in the spirit 
of classical international economics this country could be thought 
of as "the rest of the world". Cot ... mtry 2 is small in the sense that 
its exports or imports do not affect world prices. 



Both markets are to some extent protected by ad valorem tariffs. So 
imports and/or exports from/to the world market will take place 
only if the deviation from Commodity Price Parity is sufficiently 
large to overcome the tariff barrier. As standard in the 
literature, a sector is assumed to be either export-oriented or 
import-substituting; that is, the cost advantage and/or protection 
in the potential export sector is such that the possibility of 
imports from the other country is negligible. This is for 
analytical convenience: the case where, ex ante, trade can go 
either way will be a mixture of the twa generic cases considered 
here. 

Since production takes time, the firms in both counties are to 
decide on production quantities before the exchange rate is 
revealed. This implies that at the decision time (Q) it is not yet 
known whether at time 1 exports <or imports) will take place. 
Likewise, exporters from the large country either sell at the 
(deterministic) world price; or, if exports from the large country 
are in the hands of a monopolist, this trader is assumed to list 
his (own-currency) price before the exchange rate is known. All 
uncertainty, in short, is assumed to be associated with the 
exchange rate; that is, demand in both countries as well as the 
price level abroad are taken as given, and the only issue is 
whether or not the exchange rate will deviate far enough from 
commodity price parity so as to trigger off international trade. 

We initially assume perfect competition in all commodity markets, 
and later introduce monopoly power in each country separately. In 
the financial markets, all firms assumed to be price takers 
throughout, and financial markets are assumed to be integrated 
at least as far as short-term bonds and Forex options in the two 
currencies are concerned. The objective function is value
maximisation; as the setting is one-period, this means maximisation 
of the certainty-equivalent af profits. 

2. Perfect competition in both countries 

As most of the analysis relates to the small country (country 2>, a 
variable without country subscript will implicitly refer to country 
2; country one Variables will get an explicit subscript. Variables 
referring to the import-competing sector in country two will be 
shown as lowercase symbols; uppercase symbols refer to the export
oriented sector. 
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2.1. Prices and impprts in the import-competina sector. 
' 

As standard in the industry analysis literature we approximate 
demand by linear functions. In the small country's import-competing 
sector this function is denoted by 

( 1 ) d = a - b p where a, b > 0 

At time one when the exchange rate is revealed, two .generic 
situations are possible. Either the value of country l's currency 
(denoted by S), is high enough to price imported goods out of the 
market; then the price in the small country just is the autarchy 
price: 

( 2) p = Cq - a)/b if imports m = 0 

where q is aggregate production (set at time Ol 

With sufficiently low exchange rates, though, imports m will take 
place. Since unlimited quantities of goods can be bought in the 
large country, country 2 then becomes a price taker in the world 
market and its price level will equal the price abroad increased 
with the tariff and translated into country 2's currency: 

( 3) P = P1. S g when m >- 0 

where p 1 =the known world price (in foreign currency) 

S = the (currency 2> value of country l's money 

g = (l+t), t =the tariff levied by country 2 

Since the market must clear, imports m plus local production q has 
to equal demand: 

( 4) m + q = a - b Cp, S g> , m > 0 

or 

( 5) m = (a - q - b ( p 1. s g)) .... 

a - q 
= b p,_ g (------ - S>+ = b P1. g <t<-S> ... 

b Pl. g 

>-!here f< = (a - q )/ < b P1 g) 

(X ) ,. = Max<X, 0) 



The quantity of imports thus is proportional to the exercise value 
of a put option whith strike price K, where K is the value of the 
exchange rate at which imports become marginally possible -- the 
ratio of the autarchy price, Ca-q)/b, over the tariff-adjusted 
foreign price p~.g . 

Using (4} and (5}, we can express also the price level as a 
exchange rate contingent variable; indeed, in general 

p = (a - ql/b - m/b m nonnegative 

or, from ( 5 l , 

C6l p = <a - ql/b - p~ g <K- S>• 

Clearly exposure to price uncertainty <or, indirectly, to exchange 
risk) can be hedged by buying put options to offset the puts 
implicitly written by the firm. Note that this interim result does 
not depend on the linearity of demand: with any demand schedule the 
autarchy price provides a cap on so-called "imported inflation". 
What is lost under a more general demand schedule thus is not the 
existence of a strike price, but the linearity of the strike price 
in local production q. 

In order to evaluate the risk-corrected expectation of (6l, the 
distribution of S has to be specified. A lognormal is chosen here. 
First, this is the only distribution which is invariant to the base 
currency chosen (country 1 or 2l; and second, we can use the 
existing body of option price theory to evaluate the (risk
adjusted) expected value of the option: 

< 7 l CEQ ( < K - S l + l = F < 1-N ( d 1 l l - K. < 1-N ( d 2 l > 

where CEQ(.) is the certainty equivalent operator 

N<z> is the cumulative normal probability in z 

d1 = Cln(F/Kl + .5 s 2 l/s 

F = the forward rate set at t=O for delivery at t=l 

s is the standard deviation of ln<S> <not annualisedl 

d~ = <ln(F/Kl - .5 s 2 l/s = d1 - s 

The assumptions needed for <71 when investors are risk-averse are 
well known: we either need a world with continuous trading between 
options and exchange rates <Black-Scholes(l973) or Merton(l973l; 
see Garman and Kohlhagen<1983) for an application to currency 
options); or investors are characterised by Constant Proportional 
Risk Aversion. and exchange rates and market wealth are joint 
lognormal (which would trivially be the case if exchange risk is 
the only source of uncertainty) <Rubinstein(1976), Brennan(l979l, 
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Stapleton and Subrahmanyam<1984ll; see Beckers and Sercu<1985) for 
an application to currency options). 

When investors are risk-neutral, we need the additional restriction 
that inflation is independent of the exchange rate -- an assumption 
implicit in both Owen/Perrakis and Franke's papers. Under this 
scenario, CEQ(.) is just an ordinary expectations operator, and the 
forward rate F = CEQ<S> simplifies to the expected future spot 
rate. This also holds for the risk-adjusted probabilities NC.): 
with unbiased forward rates, these are just standard probabilities, 
and (1-N<dall is the probability that the option will be exercised, 
or that trade will take place. 

To sum up: in the import-competing sector, certainty-equivalent 
imports and prices are given by 

C8) CEQCpl = <a-q)/b - P1 g CEQ<K-S>+ 

and 

(9) XEQ<m> = b P1 g CEQ(K - S>+ 

with CEQCK-S>+ as defined in (7). In appendix A we review some 
well-known properties of the option formulas, and present some 
partial derivatives that are frequently used in the subsequent 
analysis. 

2.2. The effects of exchange rate volatility 

Any price-taking firm in this sector is assumed to maximise value, 
or alternatively to maximise certainty-equivalent profits. Denoting 
the production quantity of the i-th firm by q~, and the cost 
function by c~cq~) its objective then is 

Max q~.CEQCpl - c~<qil 

q~ 

with as first order condition 

CEQCp) - mc~<q~ l = 0 

This leads to an aggregate excess supply function of the form 

<101 H<s,Q) = Z<CEQ<pl) - q = 0 
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where Z< .) is the supply curve; for instance, with linear marginal 
cost curves me~= c + d~ql --an assumption we'll use section 2.1 -

Z<CEQ(p)) = (CEQ(p) - c>ld 

where d = <SUM 1/d~ )- 1 

Note that in <10) CEQ(p) is an implicit function of q through 

K=<a-q)/(b P1 gl 

<8>, (9), and \10) allow us to investigate the effect of a ceteris 
paribus increasing exchange volatility on production, trade, and 
the expected price level. The effect on production can be found by 
implicit differentiation of <10~: 

dq H". 
= 

Since H is proportional to aggregate marginal profits which must be 
decreasing when q decreases, the sign of dq/ds is the sign of the 
derivative with respect to volatility s. Now a higher volatility 
increases the value of the put that enters (with a negative sign) 
into the expected price function. So H'$ is negative and exchange 
rate volatility does discourage production. The effect on (risk
adjusted) expected prices has to be negative. This follows from the 
positive slope of the supply function and from the fact that q is 
negatively affected by a rise of volatility. The total effect on 
(risk-adjusted) expected imports, finally, is positive, since the 
lower price discourages home production and stimulates consumption. 
Formal proofs of these statements can be found in appendix B. 

In graph 1 we plot expected imports and prices as a function of 
total local production q; the parameters chosen are a=lOO, b=l, and 
F p, g = 50. We see that, with constant q, expected imports rise 
and prices fall with increased volatility; this illustrates the 
partial effects of exchange risk. To complete the analysis, we just 
have to draw some upward sloping supply curve in the lower panel; 
the effect is that production q will fall, which reduces the 
ceteris paribus price fall but also further stimulates expected 
imports. 
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One implication of these findings is that, in the <partial) welfare 
analysis based on consumer and producer surplus, expected welfare 
is actually increased by volatility; indeed, the consumers' benefit 
from lower prices exceeds the producers' loss. This is certainly 
contrary to the conventional view -- as is the conclusion that 
trade typically increases with volatility. The core of the argument 
is that the effect of exchange rate changes is asymmetric: a drop 
of S is fully passed on to the consumers, whereas a rise is passed 
on only if and to the extent the world price doesn't exceed the 
autarchy price. The higher the volatility, the more important the 
effect is. 

Note that increased volatility, by leading to lower average prices 
in the import sector, has a similar effect as a decrease in the 
import tariff; in that sense higher exchange risk reduces the 
effect of tariffs. The present model thus offers a \partial) 
explanation why the current rise of protectionism coincides with 
huge swings in exchange rates. 

It may be worthwhile to add that all these results do not depend on 
the lognormal distribution nor even on the linear demand function. 
Indeed, our description of the expected price as containing a put 
option is independent of the distribution or of the demand 
function: in any competitive setting local prices are proportional 
to exchange rates until the autarchy level is reached. And 
Merton() has shown that the value of an call increases with 
volatility for any distribution; from put-call parity (another 
distribution-free property) this naturally carries over to puts. 
Since for a given world price P1 and local production q expected 
prices drop, the residual demand schedule for the local producers 
shifts downward. With a normal supply schedule this means lower 
local production q. The drop in q undoes some of the ceteris 
paribus effect on expected prices, but does not reverse it. Since 
total demand then has to increase, imports have to rise. In short, 
with perfect competition our results do hold under much more 
general circumstances. 

1.3. ThP PXport-oriented sPctor 

The treatment of the export sector is analogous. One difference is 
that if exports do take place, the domestic price has to equal the 
foreign price P 1 minus the tariff levied by the large country; but 
otherwise we can think of exports as imports restricted to be 
negative. Equation (5) the becomes 

M = A Q - 8 <P1 S Gl , M < 0 

where G = 1/(1 + T>, T being country l's import tariff 



or, setting X = -M > o, 

<10) X= -(A- Q) + Q <P1 5 G> X > 0 

-(Q-A) 
= <8 P1 G> <------ + S>• = C8 P:t G) CS- K)+ 

8 P1. G 

with K = (A- Q)/(8 P, G>, the critical CPP rate 

The option to export thus clearly is similar to holding call 
options, and the exposure to export uncertainty can be hedged by 
writing offsetting calls. From the call valuation formula, the 
(risk-adjusted) expected value of exports will be 

( 11 ) CEQ (X ) = < 8 P,. G) < F N ( d :t ) - K N ( d '-"?) ) 

The expected price level of course contains a similar call option 
element. In general, the price can indeed be found from 

P = CA-Q)/8 + X/8 

from which it follows <using (11)) that 

<12) CEQCP) = CA-Q)/8 + P1 G <F NCd1> - K NCde)) 
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Also the effects of increased volatility can be traced in an 
analogous way. As before, value maximisation leads to a zero excess 
supply function of the form 

I<Q,s) = Z<CEQCP>> - Q = 0 

Since 

dQ I ' 11B 

= 
ds I 'Gl 

and since I'Gl has to be negat1ve, the sign of dQ/ds is the sign of 
I' •. Now a higher volatility increases the risk-adjusted expected 
expiration value of the call in Z<CEQCP)) <see (12) ), and hence has 
a positive effect on production. From the supply curve this must 
also mean a higher expected price. Exports, finally, typically rise 
with higher exchange risk as the higher price boosts production and 
reduces local demand. Formal proofs are again relegated to appendix 
8. The core of the argument is the rising expected price; this is 
due to the fact that an increase in S is fully passed on, whereas a 
drop in 5 is passed on only to the extent the corresponding 
translated world price doesn't drop below the autarchy level. The 
higher the volatility, the more pronounced the asymmetry. 



Note again how the rise of prices in the export sector is similar 
to thk effect, at constant exchange risk, of a fall in export 
tariffs. Exchange volatility thus is similar to trade 
liberalisation, and may lead to the type of retaliation 
protectionism we do observe nowadays. Finally, again all these 
conclusions do not depend on the distribution chosen nor on the 
linearity of the demand function-- at least under perfect 
competition. 

Also in the export sector we can therefore conclude that, given 
perfect competition and linear demand functions, expected welfare 
actually benefits from increased volatility: the gain to the 
producers in the export sector exceeds the loss to the consumers 
and as trade increases. 

1 1 

In short, given perfect competition everywhere and a constant world 
price, an increase in exchange rate volatility 

1) discourages production, and 
2} decreases expected prices, 

in the import-competing sector, and has the reverse effects on the 
export-oriented sector. Trade and welfare increase. 

These results are not in line with Owen and Perrakis(1986). They 
however consider a duopoly-like situation. In an attempt to 
pinpoint the source of the disagreement we introduce imperfect 
competition in each of the countries separately. 

3. Monopoly power on either the production or trade side. 

The previous section assumed perfect competion on both sides of the 
border. At the other extreme, we will consider situations where 
both production in the small country as well international trade 
are in the hands of one and the same firm or kartel. In between 
these polar cases one could consider (a) situations with monopoly 
characteristics on one side -- either in production in the small 
country, or in exports from the large country --, and (b) the 
duopoly situation. The latter market structure is considered in 
Owen and Perrakis~1986)'s paper, so we accordingly focus on 
situations with monopoly power on one side only. 
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3.1. Cartelised trade in the large country's PXport sector. 

One convenient way to bring in monopoly power in international 
trade without overly complicating the analysis is to assume~ as 
Owen and Perrakis do, that only one firm in country 1 engages in 
exports and lists a firm price fixed in its awn currency. 
Alternatively, trade can be thought of as accuring through a 
trading firm or an export cartel that buys in the large country, 
and resells in the smaller country at an export price quoted in its 
awn currency. 

One problem with assumption that only one of the firms engages in 
exports is its artificial nature. The export cartel approach on the 
ather hand has the drawback that the price takership assumption an 
the purchasing side may be less convincing. Mathematically the 
problem is tractable; in fact, the solution is in many ways similar 
to the ones derived in section 4 below. However, if the price in 
the large country is allowed to depend on the volume of trade~ this 
price becomes stochastic, which implies a radical departure from 
the framework used in the rest of the paper. Far this reason, we 
will initially stick to the price takership approach, and will 
later indicate how our results generalise to cases where the 
monopolist-trader has to calculate in the effect an home prices. 

Since the trading firm's foreign competitors are price takers, the 
Stackelberg market leader's role is naturally assumed by the 
trading firm. It has to be noted, though, that all our results 
obtained here also hold if the trading firm behaves myopically and 
ignores the effects of its price setting an the production 
decisions by the small country producers <Cournot behaviour). 

The objective of the export house is 

Max <p:t - h:t) CEQ<m> 
P:t 

where p 1 , as before, is the price far imports from 1 to 2 
m, as before, is imparts from 1 to 2 
h~ is the country 1 home price 

As the small country still is a price taker <conditional an trade 
occurring), equations (8) and (9) defining CEQ(m) and CEQ<p> still 
hold; the only difference is that P1 no longer is set exogenously 
by perfect competition in the larger country's market. The first 
order condition therefore is 

< 13) 0 = J(p:~.,S) 
f) CEQ< m l 

= CEQ<ml + <p1-h1)(------- + 

'Jp1. 

'JcEQ < m > dq 

dp 1. 
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with dq/dp1 perceived to be zero under myopic behaviour. Note that 
under Stackelberg assumptions we have to specify the followers' 
supply function; the form chosen was the linear function q = 
<CEQ<p> - c)•/d. 

The details about <13> derivative with respect to volatility are 
found in appendix C. We conclude that increased exchange risk does 
lead to a higher currency 1 list price P1 on behalf of the trading 
firm, as conventional wisdom holds. The reason is that with a 
constant list price p~ the expected price in country 2 drops, as 
argued before (section 1.2>; thus production decreases and imports 
are expected to rise. But this means that expected import demand as 
a function of p~ shifts upwards or to the right. With a constant 
opportunity cost h~ this must lead to a higher price. 

The results are illustrated in graphs 2(a to dl. In these graphs we 
have turned around the problem into 

Max <p~ - h1) CEQCm) 
CEQ<ml 

with as first order condition 

pl - CEQ<m> - h1 = 0 
dCEQ<m> 

This in fact just is first order condition (13) divided by 
dCEQ<ml/dp1, or stated in the familiar form marginal revenue= 
marginal cost. In the top half of graph 3 (panels a and b) we 
assume that the intercept c of the small country's supply function 
is positive; below, c is set equal to zero (panels c and d). This 
approach also makes it easy to generalise the results to cases 
where h1 is positively related to expected imports CEQ(m). 

In each case we first show expected imports and small country 
production q as a function of P1 <panels a and c, respectively). We 
indeed see that import demand increases, and production falls, at 
any given level of Pt• The effect is, of course, small when the 
option is deep in or out of the money, that is, when the 
uncertainty about trade is virtually zero. With options more around 
the money the potential for trade increases more markedly when 
volatility rises. 

The optimal price and expected imports decision can be found from 
the marginal revenue curves in panels b and d. When supply has a 
positive intercept (panel b), the kink in the import function leads 
to a Sweezy-like discontinuity in marginal revenue. If the initial 
optimal situation leads to limit pricing on behalf of the leader 
<that is, if marginal cost h1 cuts marginal revenue in the 
discontinuity), prices clearly rise without any change in expected 
imports. For lower intial prices, marginal revenue shifts downward; 
that means that expected imports will be lower and the list price 
p 1 will rise a fortiori. Above the discontinuity in panel b, or the 
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whole of panel d, we find initial situations with positive small 
country production; there imports may still fall \when the trade 
option is still fairly deep in the money), or may rise <at higher 
prices and lower expected trade volumes). However, optimal list 
prices always rise. Price rises are very pronouced when the trade 
option is deep out of the money and pri~es are already high 
initially. 

We did find an ambiguous effect of volatility on trade; the same 
holds for local production q: it may increase <when initially pl is 
high), or decrease <when pl is low already). The reason is that 
with constant list prices P1 production falls when exchange risk 
increases, as demonstrated in section 2.1; but the increase in list 
prices weakens or even reverses this effect. In Appendix C we 
derive the proposition that when imports fall, q rises and vice 
versa. This means that q <and CEQ(pll drop when the trade option is 
deep out of the money <trade is a low-probability event>, while 
local production and prices will rise when trade is very probable. 

We now turn to the second possible case 
where the small country producer in the 
the sole supplier <apart from potential 
sector in the large country). 

with one monopoly, that is, 
import-competing sector is 
imports from a competitive 

3.2.Production Monopoly in the Small Country's Import Sector 

Also in this scenario, equations (8) and (9) describing exports and 
prices remain valid: they are indeed merely based an the market 
clearing constraint and the fact that the small country takes over 
the tariff-adjusted world price as soon as imports flow in. The 
crucial difference lies in the first order condition: being the 
sale producer, the country 2 firm will affect the expected internal 
price level. Since country 1 producers are price takers and since 
possible trade has no noticeable effect upon the world price, the 
monopolist does not have to worry about reaction effects. 

From the objective function 

Max q CEQ(p) - c(q) 
q 

the first order condition in general is 

0cEQ<pl 
(16) 0 = L(s,ql = CEQ<Pl + q 

~q 
- mc(q) 



This expression has its implications as to the effect of volatility 
on local oroduction. In appendix C we show that the sign of dq/ds 
depends on de= (ln(F/Kl-.5 s 2 )/s --that is, on how far in or out 
of the money the trade option is. This may be understood from the 
expected revenue curves plotted in graph 3. The parameters are, as 
in section 1.1, a=lOO, b=l=p1g, and F=50; thus graph 3 is just 
graph 1 with the marginal revenue curves added. Note that, with p 1 g 
= 1, K can simply be read off along the demand curveD <the dotted 
line). With zero variance, the marginal revenue curve now is an 
extreme example of the familiar Sweezy 'kinked demand' form: 
perfect price takership as long as Q<=50, and negative marginal 
revenues thereafter. With increasing variance, the two kinks are 
more and more smoothed away <as is, incidentally, the corresponding 
"sticky prices/limit production" result). 

The crucial property is that a marginal revenue curve with a higher 
variance may be above or below a low-risk curve, depending on the 
production level. If marginal costs are such that the optimal q is 
low, then our firm almost is a price taker: mr is virtually flat. 
From the K-curve <D>, this corresponds to situations where K>>F=50 
and where trade indeed is very likely. We also see that expected 
marginal revenue does fall with volatility in this range, exactly 
as in the perfect competition case. In short, at low optimal 
production levels the local monopoly has little effective value in 
the face of imports from the large country. 

The volatility effect becomes very pronounced where the me-curves 
start to dip-- roughly in the range Q=<25, 50l; in these 
situations the firm is certainly no longer an approximate price 
taker, but K still exceeds F: the probability of trade still is 
about .5 or more (note that 1-N<del measures this probability). 
Here higher risk means lower marginal revenue and therefore lower 
production; the direction of the effect still is as in the perfect 
competition case, but its magnitude is stronger as can be seen from 
comparing the mr and CEQ(p) curves. Only when the probability of 
trade falls substantially below .5 (when optimal q exceeds 50) will 
volatility have clear opposite effects as compared to the perfect 
competition case. 

While there is no clear answer as to he effect of exchange risk on 
local production, the consequences on expPcted prices are 
unambiguous. Indeed, at constant production the expected price line 
shifts downward when volatility rises: 

<j CEQ< p l 

------- = - b P1 g F n<d1l < 0 
"Js 

With lower average demand and non-decreasing marginal costs, the 
outcome inevitably is a lower expected price. 

* * * 
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The above results considered market leader situations where the 
other players were many, and accordingly behave like price takers. 
The duopoly situations, with both cartelised trade and a single 
producer in the small country, was treated in Owen and Perrakis's 
paper. He however only discusses competitive solutions under 
Cournot and Stackelberg assumptions. One can argue about these 
scenarios. First, why should one or both of the players act 
myopically? Second, and more important, what is the raison d'etre 
for a monopoly in the country 2? A marketing or distribution based 
advantage in the import-competing sector may be one reason; but 
then there are gains to be made if the sole producer also takes 
over the import firm. This suggests that this extreme form of 
cooperative behaviour may also be worth considering. Note that, in 
the small country's export sector, it is natural to assume that 
production and trade are in the hands of the one firm; cooperative 
behaviour there comes naturally. 

4 Trade and production controlled by one firm 

4.1. The import sector 

Under this scenario, the small country's monopolist himself has 
acquired <or set up) the large country's export house. He buys an 
amount mat the world price PJ., and sells it in his home market 
along with domestic production q. His profits will be 

C17) (q + m) p - P1 g S- c(q) 

where, from the market clearing constraint, p = <a - q - m)/b 

In order to find the certainty equivalent we have to find the rule 
that determines m. At time 1, when q is no longer a control 
variable and S is revealed, m will be the solution to 

Max (q + m)(a- q- m)/b 
m 

a - q a -

m P1 g S 

2q - m 
= Max q ----- + m<---------- - P1 

m b b 
s g ) 

subject to m nonnegative. The possible solutions are 



al m 

b) m 

In short, 

b p :t g 
(18) m = ------

2 

where K = (a 

With ( 18) ' the 

a - q 
( 19) q ----- + 

b 

= 0 and 

> 0 then 

a 2q - m -1 

---------- - pl. g 5 + m = 0 
b b 

or 

b P:t g a - 2q 
m = ------ <------ - 5 ) 

2 b 

a - 2q b pl. g 
(------

b P1. g 

- 5 )+ = ------<K - 5J• 
2 

2ql/(b P:t gl 

expected revenue function becomes 

b p J. g 

ofK 

a - 2q 
------ <K - 5)(------ - 5 PJ. 

2 b 

m 
g - ---) dL 

b 

with L = L<lnF .5s 2 , s) the risk-corrected cumulative densitity 

l? 

function of 5 (see appendix 0 for this concept). Use the definition 
of K sub (18), and <18> itself, to transform (19) into 

a - q /K 
<20l q ----- + (b/2l<p~ gla <K- 5l<K- 5 -.5<K- 5lldL 

b 0 

a - q /K = q ----- + (b/4l(p 1 glm <K- 5l 2 dL 
b 0 

The first order condition is derived in appendix D. It is shown 
there that, for a lognormal distribution, the derivative with 
respect to K of the integral (which has K as its upper limit as 
well as in the integrand) just equals the integral of the 
integrand's derivative. Then 
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<21> 0: R<q,s) 

= <a 
K -2 

2q}/b + (b/4l(p1 g>• ( J 2<K-SldL) ------- mc(ql 
0 b P1 g 

a - 2q 
= - P1 g CEQCK-S>•- mc(q) 

b 

This is a simple condition which allows firm conclusions about the 
effect of increased exchange rate volatility. The partial of R with 
respect to s indeed is negative, since increased volatility does 
increase the value of the put which enters <21) with a negative 
sign. So without adjustment in q marginal revenue will dr~p upon a 
rise in s, and the appropriate adjustment is a reduction of 
production. 

The expected price level still equals 

<22> CEQ(p) = (a - q - m)/b 

= Ca-ql/b - P1 g CEQ<K-S)• 

Clearly this variable must fall in response to a rise in 
volatility: first, the direct effect is to increase the value of 
the (shorted) put, while the indirect effect is a drop in q, which 
lowers K and again increases the value of the (shorted) put. 

Expected imports, finally. must rise; indeed 

<23> CEQCml = P1 g CEQCK-S>• 

and the put rises in value for the reasons outlined above. This are 
similar results as obtained under perfect competition. 

4.2. Monopolv in the small country's export sector 

Since the exporting firm is the sole producer, cooperative 
behaviour here is automatic. As under perfect competion, the 
treatment is perfectly symmetric to the one of the import sector: 
we only restrict m to be negative rather than positive, and set 
exports X : -m. Period 1 profit maximisation then yields 

B P1 G 
X = ------ <S - Kl• 

2 
where K = <A - 2Q)/(8 P 1 G> 



Expected sales revenue can be expressed as 

A - Q ., 
(24) Q ----- + <BI4> CP,. G> I (5 - K > '''?. dL 

B K 

so that the first order constraint becomes 

<25) 0 = R<Q,s) 

A-2Q ~ -2 
= ---- + (B/4) <PJ. G> < f2<S - K>"-~ dL> ------ - MCCQ) 

B K B P1 G 

A - 2Q 
= ------ + Pt G CEQCS-K>•- MCCQ) 

8 

The marginal revenue part now contains a pure call. Now volatility 
ceteris paribus does increase the value of this call, so it brings 
marginal profit above its optimal <zero) level. The reaction 
therefore will be increased production. As the price level is 

A - Q 
<26> CEQCP) = <A - Q + Xl/B = ----- + P1 G CEQ<S-K>+ 

B 

the increased volatility increases the average price level. This 
is because the volatility in itself already increases the value of 
the call <which contributes to higher prices), whereas higher 
production also decreases the strike price K which in its turn 
further boosts the value of the call. 

Exports, finally, are given by 

<27) CEQCX> = B PJ. G CEQCS-K>• 

and this variable rises with volatility for the reasons outlined 
above. Again our perfect competition results all obtain under this 
cooperative scenario; and unexpectedly welfare and trade benefit 
from increased volatility. The effect is similar to the effect of a 
reduction in an export tariff. 
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4. Conclusion 

Conventional wisdom holds that higher exchange volatility increases 
exchange exposure and hence reduces i.nternational trade; in that 
sense increased exchange risk would be similar to increased 
transactions costs or increased tariffs. Franke(1986) already 
showed that the reverse can be true in a long-term model where the 
problem is a continuous time investment/disinvestment decision. 
Likewise, in our "market period" setting increased exchange rate 
volatility in many instances leads to more trade, and lower 
(higher) prices and production in the import \export) sector -
exactly the type of results one expects following a reduction in 
trade barriers. These counterintuitive results certainly hold in 
the polar cases of perfect competition and of a local monopolist 
who also handles international trade. For intermediate cases, the 
results are less clear-cut; here we corroborate the conclusions 
Owen-Perrakis derived in the duopoly case. 

As a by-product, our and Franke's results offer an at least partial 
explanation of the apparent rise in protectionism following the 
collapse of the Bretton Woods system: what we observe may just be 
attempts to restore protection to its previous level rather than 
really new protectionism. Which is not meant to imply that 
increased tariffs and VERs are to be applauded, though. 
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APPENDIX A : Properties of the trade option 

Let CEQ<K-S>+ = K <1 - N<dall - F <1- N<d1ll 

K = (a-q)/(b P1 gl 

d1 = <lnCF/Kl + .5 s 2 l/s 

de= (lnCF/Kl - .5 s 2 l/s 

From the well-known properties 

< A 1 ) K n ( d a ) = F n ( d :1. ) 

and 

JCEQ ( K-S l ·•· 

<A2) ---------- = (1- N<dell 

we easily derive 

'J CEQ < K -S > •- -1 

<A3l ---------- = (1- N<d.>) ------
'Jq p,. b g 

IJ CEQ < K -S) .... a - q 

<A41 = < 1 - N < d,,,~ > l 
b g 

-K 
= ( 1 - N (de) ) 

pl. 
Also well known is 

') CEQ< K -S l .,.. 

<A5l ---------- = K n<del = F n<d1l 

The derivatives of N\ .) and n(.) are 

'"j N ( d .1 l -l -1 1 
CA6l ------ = n(d.:rl ------ = n ( d l) -------

il q K s p,. g b <a-ql s 



i""'JN<d;> -1 -K 1 
<A7) ------ = n ( d,:r) = n\d .j } -----

~ PJ. K s p :t P1. s 

<J [\j ( d l.) ln\F/K) d r~ 
(A8> ------ = n ( d J. ) (- ------- + .5) = - n(d d 

~s sa s 

r"'J N < d~!) ln<F/K) d1. 
<A8> ------ = n<de) (- ------- - • 5) = - n (de> 

Js s2 s 

<"JN<d1.> ln<FIK> d~,,.. 

<A9> ------ = n<d:1.) (- ------- - • 5) = - n ( d 1) 

'0s s~ s 



APPENDIX B: perfect competition everywhere 

B.l. The effect of volatility on the import sector 

The equilibrium condition is 

H\q,s} = Z<CEQ\p)) - q = 0 

where CEQ(p) = <a-q>lb - p1g CEQ<K-S)• 

We first investigate the effect of s on production. In dqlds = 
H'.IH'q, the first partial derivative is 

where n() is the standard normal density function <the derivative 
of N<>>; and d- 1 is short for the derivative of Z<>. This 
derivative may be a function of q; only in section 2.1 we impose 
the assumption that d is a constant. 

The second partial derivative of H equals 

N<d,;!)) (-ll<b P~. g)) - 1 

so that 

dq (a- q) n(d;;.~) 

< B 1 > = ------------- < 0 Ill 
ds N(d<"!) + db 

For later use, note that the numerator may also be written as 

The total effect of increased volatility on expected prices is 

dCEQ<p> f")CEQ<p> dqfJCEQ<pl 
------- = ------- + -------

ds ds 

Now the last partial derivative equals 



So 
dCEQ<pl n<dr..~) (a - q) 

(82) ------- = -p:t g K n(dm) - ------------- (- N<dallb) 
ds N<del + bd 

N (del 
=- (a-qllb • n<d~l.<l- -------------) 

N<de) + bd 

bd 
=- (a-qllb . n(del.(----------) < 0 

N<de) + bd 
The total effect on imports is 

dm 
(83) 

ds 

'JCEQ < m > dq J CEQ< m) 

= ------- + --------
'ds ds 'Jq 

= (b p 1. g) <K n<de) + dq/ds ( 1 - N < d r:7. l > < -b 

1 - N ( dr.?. l 
= <a-q> n (dE.':) ( 1 + ---------- l > 0 I II 

db + N ( dr-:!) 

p1 

/Ill 

g) --:!.) 

For later use we also derive the reaction to an increase in the 
world price: 

H' p 1. 

= d .... 1 g F < 1 - N < d :t > l > 0 

So 

dq H'p:t 
(84) = - ---- = b g F > 0 

dp 1. H'q N<da) + db 

We'll also need the sensitivity of this expression to changing 
circumstances. Firstly the second derivative (for constant sl: 

d"!q 1 -n<d:t ) 1 - N(d .1. ) n<del 
(85) = b g F (---------- ------ - ----------- ------) 

dpj<= N<d".~) + db s P:t <N<d,,~)+dbl~ s p 1. 

1 -n ( d 1. ) 1 - N ( d I.) n(d"~) 

= b g F ---------- ------ ( 1 + ---------- -----) 

N<dc:!.> + db s P:t N (del + db n(dd 

> 0 



We'll also need the change of <84) as a function of changing q, 
with constant p1: 

~ ( 84) 1 -n<d:t) 1 - N < d :t) n<d1~> 
(86) ----- = b g F (---------- ----- - ----------- ------) 

':)q N < d;\?,) + db s(a-q) ( N ( d 11>.) +db) i!!! s(a-q) 

1 -n<d:~.> 1 N<d,_) n < d2) 
= b g F ---------- ------ ( 1 + ---------- -----) 

N (de) + db s<a-q) N < dr..>.) + db n(d,_) 

Finally, 

~ (84) d2 n<d1.> ( 1-N ( d 1.} } d 1 -n ( d 2} 
<87} ----- = b g F (---------- ----- ----------- ------) 

Js N<dtc~> + db s <N<d,\?.)+db) 2 s 

1 n<d,.) 1 -N < d 1.) n<dc:t> 
= b g F -------- ----- ( d;= + -------- ----- dl ) 

N ( d;'e) +db s N ( dr..>.> +db n< d 1) 

1 nld1 } l-N(d 1 ) n < d 2 ) 

= b g F -------- -----(d,_(l+ -------- -----)-s) 
N ( d;'e) +db s N<d2>+db n < d 1) 

8.2. The effect of volatility on the export sector 

The equilibrium condition is 

H<s,q) = Z<CEQ<P)) - Q = 0 

where Z<) is the supply function and 

CEQ(P) = <A-Q)/8 + P1 G CEQ(S-K>• 

We first investigate the effect on production. The partial 
derivatives in dQ/ds = -H'.IH'Q can be worked out as 

H' "" = o-- 1
· < P 1 G) K n < d ""·~) = ( BD! ··- 1

· <A - Q) n < d :=) 

and 



So 

dQ <A - Q) n<de) 
(88) = ---------------- > 0 /Ill 

ds <1 - N<de> l + 8D 

The effect on expected prices is 

dCEQ<P> dQ 
<89) ------- = P1 G < n<d2l K + 

dS ds 

N<d~;~l 

= (A-Ql/8 n<del (1 + ----------------) > 0 Ill 
< 1 - N (de> l + 8D 

The effect on exports is 

(810) 
dCEQ<Xl 
------- = 8 P1 G < n<del K + 

ds 

dQ 
( -N (dB) ) ( -P t G 8) .... l. ) 

ds 

N ( dr.~> 
= <A-Q)/8 n(de) (1 + ----------------) > 0 Ill 

< 1 - N < de ) l + 8D 

E.?.'7 
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APPENDIX C: One Monopolist facing Price takers 

C.l. An Export Kartel in Country 1 

The export house's first order condition is to be derived from the 
general expression 

dCEQ<m> 
< C 1 > 0 = J < p 1. , s) = CEQ< m > + ( p ,. -h 1. } 

d P:t 

where CEQ(m) = p 1 g b CEQ<K-Si~, and 

dCEQ<m> 'J CEQ< m > dq 'J CEQ< m i 
= ------- + 

d P:t dp i. 

s s 

Now the partial derivative of CEQ(m) with respect to Pt equals 

rJ CEQ< m > 
= g b CEQ(m) + P1. g b <1 - N<dell < -K/p :~.) 

and with respect to q 

JCEQ< m > 

= b g p,_ ( -b g p :1. ) ·-· l. 

=- (1- N<de)) 

The small firms' reaction to an increase in the world price was 
foc.md in (84): 

dq 1- N(d,_) 
= g b F > 0 

dp ·t N<d,""l+db 
s 

at least when expected prices exceed the supply function's 
intercept. 



Assembling the pieces and rearranging yields 

dCEQ<m> 

<C2l 

1 - N(de) 
= -b g F <1-NCd1))(1 + 

s db + N<d,:';'!) 

= -b g F <1 +db) 
db + N(dr,:~) 

= ( 1 + db) dq I dp 1. I 
ls 

<from 84) 
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when at least dq/dp1 is positive (when the expected price level is 
sufficiently high to allow local production). If nat, set d equal 
to infinity in order to again obtain -b g F <1- N<dl) ), the purely 
partial effect of volatility. 

Sa <Cl) is identified as 

<C3> 0 = J<p1,s) = CEQ<m> 

In investigating the effect of increased volatility an the export 
price set, we need dp1/ds = -J'.IJ'p1• Again the sign of dp 1 /ds has 
to equal the sign of J' •. In 

dCEQ<m> 
<C4> J'. = ------

d s 
p t 

+ (pl - ht> ~-~~~~~~:~~~~~-->\ 
d s 

p l. 

~ each derivative contains the partial effect of s, plus the 
indirect effect of s through q but with Pt held constant. The 
partial effect an CEQ(m) is 

'J CEQ< m l 
= p 1. g b F n<dd 

'-"lhereas 

J CEQ ( m l 
= p, g b <1- NCd,."'!>> ( -p 1 g b) ·····l. = -(1- N(dr~)) 



Using (81) for dq/ds with P1 constant, we find 

dCEQ<m> 
<C5l ------

ds 

1 - N < d;;;~) 

= P1 g b F n<d1l <1 + --------
db + NCd2l 

n ( d12l 
= p~ g b (1 +db) ---------

db + N<de) 

= -(1 +db) (from 81) 

when at least dq/ds is positive; if not, set d equal to infinity so 
as to obtain just the partial effect of volatility. 

We now turn to the second derivative in <C4l, which likewise 
contains the direct effect of ds, and the indirect effect through 
q. From (C2), then, 

d < dCEQ ( m) I dp :t .,, l f')(dq/dpt( ... > dq J(dq/dp:tlm;> 
= -(1 + db)(----------+ -----------) 

ds ';) s dp l. <Jq 

The derivative dq/dp,,, and its partials with respect to sand q can 
be found in <84), (86), and (87). Again assembling the pieces 
yields 

<C6l 
dCdCEQ(ml/dp,, ! ... > 1 + db 

ds 
= -b g F 

N<dr.-'!l + db 

1 + N ( d ~ ) n ( d,-'! ) 

((1 + ---------- -----)(d:t + 
db+ N(dr.,") n<d~} 

n ( d?.:!) 
----- X 

s 

n(d?.:!) 
----------) - s} 
bd + N<del 

When expected prices are too low to trigger off local production, d 
is to be set equal to infinity in <C5) and (C4). Plugging in these 
equations into <C4l yields an expression that is hard to sign 
analytically. The sign was checked numerically in 1,000,000 
situations (10 values of s between .05 and .5, 10 values of c 
between 10 and 100, and 10 values of d between .5 and 5; and in 
each situation 1000 initial p1 from 0 to 3, with F g = 50l; and 
everywhere we found positive values, or at least values above -lE-
10 that can be explained by rounding error (the cumulative normal 
approximation formula for instance can create errors up to 1E-8l. 
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This was to be expected; in fact it is hard to imagine a situation 
where rising demand and non-decreasing marginal cost would not lead 
to higher prices. Note that J'p1 leads to a similarly complex 
expression (which is not reproduced here) defying signing by 
analytical means; it likewise turns ot to be negative everywhere, 
as it should be since the import function itself is downward 
sloping everywhere. 

While the effect of increased risk on the export list price is 
unabiguous, it has been impossible to sign the derivatives dq/ds, 
dCEQCp)/ds, and dCEQ(m)/ds. For instance, in the case of local 
production q we can explicitly list p~ as a variable in the 
equilibrium condition 

From 

0 = dH = H'q dq + H'~ ds + H'pt dp~ 

it follows that 

dq H'p1<dp1/ds> + H'. dq dp1 dq 
<C7> = ------------------ = + 

ds H'q dp1 ds ds 
s P1 

the sign of which is unclear. With Pt constant, a higher volatility 
decreases local production q, but the stimulating effect of higher 
export list prices p 1 can reverse this direct effect. 

The same holds, finally, for expected imports CEQ(m): 

dCEQ<m> dCEQ<m> dp1 dCEQ<m> 
<CB> ------- = ------- + -------

ds dpt ds ds 
s pl 

Note however that, from dptlds > 0 and from <C2) and <C5l, the 
total effect of increased volatility on production always is the 
opposite as its effect on imports. 

C.2. One oroducer in the small countrv's imoort sector 

The general first order condition (16) says 

\JcEQ<p> 
0 = K<q,sl = CEQ<pl + q - mc(q) 

where CEQCpl = <a - q)/b - P1 g CEQCK - S>• 
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In this condition, the partial derivative equals 

~CEQ<p) 

fJq 

so that the first order condition can be specified as 

<C9> 0 = KCq,s) = CEQ<p> - Cq/b) N<de> - mc(q) 

Let's first focus on the effect of volatility on production. Again 
the sign of dq/ds = - K'-IK'q equals the sign of K'., since the 
second order condition is K'q < 0; indeed, using the above partial 
derivative and <A6), 

<C10) 

- mc'q(q) 

n<d,;!} q 
= -b- 1 <2 N<de) + ----- -----) - mc'q(q) < 0 

s a - q 

Differentiating <C9) with respect to s yields, using <A5> and <AS>, 

( c 11) K' ,,.. = -p 1 g n <de> K - < q I b ) < -n < d 2 > Is) d :t 

n ( dre) a - q d:t 
= ----- <a-q) ( 1 - ----- --) 

b q s 

The sign again depends on the sign of d1. We will definitely have 
our perfect competition result <where increased volatility 
discouraged production) if di is negative. This corresponds to 
situations where the expected future spot is more than .5s8 percent 
below the critical rate -- in other words where the probability of 
trade and hence of price takership is relatively large. Note that 
this not a necessary condition though. 

The effect on prices is equally ambiguous: 

dCEQ(p) ~CEQ< pI 'J CEQ< p) dq 
<C12) ------- = ------- + -------

ds ~s 'Jq ds 

Since the two partial effects are negative. prices will still go 
down when dq/ds is positive; otherwise the outcome is uncertain. 



Imports, finally, will on average go up when trade is the more 
likey outcome; this follows from the direct effect of volatility on 
the put option, reinforced by the effect of lower domestic 
production: 

dCEQ<m> ~CEQ< m > 'JcEQ < m> dq 
<C13) ------- = ------- + -------

ds ";)s ds 

In this expression, the first partial derivative indeed is positive 
and the second negative; so de < 0 (and hence dq/ds < 0) is a 
sufficient condition for higher trade. 



APPENDIX D : COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOUR 

0.1. The import sector 

With joint lognormal S and market return and constant relative risk 
aversion, the certainty equivalent of a cashflow that depends an S 
is the expectation computed over a shifted distribution, where the 
true mean E<lnS> is replaced by E<lnS>>-b cov(lnS,lnW), with W the 
market portfolio and b the measure of relative risk aversion 
<Rubinstein( 1976) ()). 

One such function of S isS itself. Thus the risk-adjusted version 
of 

E<S> = exp(E(lnS) + .5 se) 

is 

CEQ<S> = exp<E<lnS> - b cov(lnS,lnW) + .5 s•) 

As CEQ<S> is the forward rate, this allows us to replace 

E<lnS/ - b cav<lnS,lnW> = lnF- .5 s• 

Sa risk-correction means that we shift the distribution of lnS from 
its true mean E<lnS) to lnF- .5se. Let this shifted (risk
adjusted) distribution be denoted by L = L<lnF-.5s8 , s). The 
problem in the text is 

K K 
CEQ< <K-S)+)<'~ = K O/ <K - S>dL + O;· S<K - S>dL 

The first integral is K. times a standard aptian. The second one can 
be solved using a theorem proven in Beckers and Sercu() --which is 
itself a generalisation of Rubinstein's result if X and a vector 
X are joint lognormal, then 

~;fx f<~> L<x,y> qx dX = E<X> ~f<~> L 0 <~> £X 

where in L 0 the means of J...!::!:t;.. are rep 1 aced by E ( 1 nY.;.) + 
cov(lnX,ln~~). Here X= S = Y, so 



0 /
Ks 

<K - S> dL 

/

K 
= exp<lnF-.5s~+.5s~) <K- SldL<lnF-.5s~+s 2 , s) 

0 

= F ~K <K- 5) dL(lnF 0 -.5s 2 , s) 
0 

where F 0 = F exp(s 2 l; that is, using F 0 instead ofF we can apply 
the standard option valuation. 

The integral to be solved therefore is sum of two options, the 
first one a standard put, and the second one a put with a modified 
forward rate: 

<Dll CEQCCK-Sl+l~ = K CEQ<K-S>• + F CEQ 0 (K-S)• 

where 

It is obvious that the derivative of this modified option with 
respect to the strike price still equals 
(1- NCd~ 0 )), which by virtue of <02) equals (1- N(d 1 )). 

Hence the sensitivity of CEQ((K-5)+)• with respect to K equals 

'JCEQ< <K-S)+)e 
= CEQ<K-S>- + K <1-N<dell - FC1-N<d1l l 

= 2 CEQ< K -5) •-

The first order condition therefore is 

< 03) 0 = R ( q, s I = 

a - 2q 

= 
b 

a - 2q -2 

b 

- P1 g CEQ<K-S>+ - me 

2 CEQ<K-S)+ --------me 
b p~ g 



The effects of increased volatility on production are found from 

<04) R'~ = -(a - 2ql/b n(de> < 0 

where d is short for dmc(q)/dq (not necessarily a constant>; hence 

dq (a 2q) n<de) 
<06) = -------------- < 0 /Ill 

ds 2N<d~) + bd 

The total effect on prices (a-ql/b - P1 g CEQ<K-s>+ is 

dCEQ<p> 2 N (de~) ( a - 2q ) n < d "~ > 
<07> = - (a-2q)/b n<del - (- --------------) 

ds b 2N< d,~ > + bd 

(where -2N<d2l/b is the partial effect of q on prices) 

bd 
= - (a-2q)/b n(del < 0 /Ill 

2N<de) + bd 

The total effect on imports is 

dCEQ < m) 2 N (de) (a - 2q) n ( d 2) 

<07) ------- = (a - 2ql n<de> - ------- (- --------------) 
ds 

= ( a - 2q ) n ( d,," > 

0.4. The export sector 

b 2N<de> + bd 

bd 
----------- > 0 /Ill 
2N<d 10~) + bd 

The treatment of the export sector is fully symmetric. 


